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Bowling Green State University. Bowling Green. Ohio

Friday. December 4. 1964

4 Performances Of Our Town'
Readied By Workshop Players
Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" will be presented by the
freshman Workshop Players next week in the Joe E. Brown
Theatre. Performances will be at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday, Dec. 9,10, and 12, and at 2:30 p.m. Sunday,
Dec. 13
A critic once described Wilder's Pulitzer Prize winning
play as "one of the finest . . .
of the current stage. Mr. Wilder has transmuted the simple
events of human life into universal
reverie. He has given the play a
profound, strange, unworldly significance—brimming over with
compassion."
The play attempts to transcend
the formal barriers of the conventional theater. Wilder uses a
bare stage, a minimum of "rehearsal" properties, and a stage
manager, who functions as an omniscient narrator throughout the
action of the play.
The stage manager describes the
scenes which unfold the story of
Grovers Corners, N.H. The events
focus on the Webb family and the
Gibha family. Their scenes present
a kaleidoscope of experiences typical not only of small-town America but also universally typical of
all human relationships.
Director of "Our Town" is Dr.
Robert R. Findlay, instructor in
speech. The design and numerous
lighting effects arc created by
Andrew T. Tsubaki. instructor in
speech, a recent addition to the
University Theater staff.

GroupStudies
Rt. 6 Location
A Route 6 By-Pass Committee
has been formed to investigate the
possible relocation of U.S. Route
6 to eliminate a hazard that the
committee claims exists by the
nearness of the highway to the
University.
Composed of four members and
spearheaded by Student Body
President Chris Seeger, the committee has sent a letter to Governor James A. Rhodes, requesting
that action be taken.
The letter states that two poential trouble spots arc the "Golden Lily" curve, about five miles
east of campus, and having the
highway near the University.
Seeger pointed out the potential
hazard to students by citing a recent incident when an 18^4-ton of
steel fell off a flatbed trailer in
front of Founders Quadrangle.
The committee will attempt to
learn if anything can be done to
expedite the relocation of Route 6,
"because the "Golden Lily* curve
presents a hazard to students, as
does the continuance of truckers
driving past the University," said
Seeger.
Members of the committee, in
addition to Seeger, are Jerry Richardson, Donna Blcvins, Richard
Seaman, and Linda Peiblow.

Education Frosh
To Meet At 4 p.m.
Freshmen in the College of Business Administration are requested
to meet in the main auditorium,
University Hall, at 4 p.m. today
for instructions in pre-registration,
according to Dr. John R. Davidson, assistant dean of the college.
Dr. Davidson and Dr. Warren
C. Waterhouse, associate professor of business administration, will
conduct the meeting.
Sophomores, juniors, and seniors
in the College of Business Administration are asked to make appointments with their advisers Dec.
7 through 9. for pre-registration
stated Dr. Davidson.

The 30 members of the all-fresh,
man cast are led by Thomas Gray
as the Stage Manager, Christine
Groff as Emily Webb, and George
Meyers as George Gibbs. Also
featured are Annette Lee as Mrs.
Gibbs, Gordon Bowman as Doc
Gibbs. Becky Gall as Mrs. Webb,
and John Myers as Editor Webb.
Reserved seat tickets at the University Theatre box office are $1
for adults, 25 cents for children,
and 10 cents for students.

Commencement
Date Changed
Because of the concern shown
by students ovei the date of midyear commencement, the ceremony
has been changed to Saturday, Jan.
30 instead of Tuesday, Feb. 4.
Dr. Kenneth B. McFall, University vice president, announced the
change of time. He said because
of the new date, a definitive commencement program will not be
used. Names of students graduating "cum laudc" or "magna cum
laude," will not be placed on the
program.
Students, whose grades are border line cases, will not have their
names placed on the programs.
Final examinations end Friday.
Jan. 29, which docs not leave
enough time for professors to
compute final grades for border
line cases, so that the printer can
place their names on the program.
The commencement ceremony
will begin with the academic processional at 1:45 p.m. Graduation
will take place beginning at 2 p.m.
A speaker has not been announced.
The original plan for the commencement procedure will be used.
Students will not receive their diplomas during the commencement
ceremony, but will go to their
respective colleges immediately
after the ceremonies for the presentation of degrees.
President William T. Jerome
said he was pleased that students
had taken an interest in the commencement program and had expressed their desires to Student
Council. "I would like students to
share more in such decisions," he
said.

Booklet Published
For Sorority Rush
Panhellenic Rush Brochures will
be distributed to potential spring
rushees before Christmas recess,
according to Margaret Mathauer,
president of Panhellenic Council.
Judith Hirsch, editor of the brochure, said "The rush brochures
are in the form of an invitation
to participate in the spring rush
program. They contain general
information about the benefits and
responsibilities of sorority life and
standards required for rush registration."
Another publication, the rush
handbook, gives prospective rushees more details about Greek life
and specific information on each
of the 12 sororities, such as outstanding members, history of the
sorority, and required fees. It
also contains the rush calendar
and party schedule. The handbook
was compiled by Donna Marcis,
and will be given to each woman
registering for spring rush.

Women Offered Two Choices
With New Style Penny Night
A decision to sponsor a newstyle "penny night" to raise
money for a recently proposed
AWS newsletter was made at
the Tuesday meeting of the
Association of Women Students.
According to the decision, all
women will be given two alternatives in participating in the "penny night;" slated for Thursday,
Dec. 17.
Freshman women may take up
to 30 "late minutes," from 10 p.m.

until 10:30 p.m., and be charged a
penny a minute. Or, they may take
the 30 extra minutes plus a late,
thus allowing them to remain out
until 11 p.m.
Upperclass women will have the
same choices, thus allowing them
to .stay out until 11:30 p.m. or midnight.
Representatives from AWS will
collect the pennies at each residence hall.
The success of this "penny
night" will help determine, in part,
the possibilities of the suggested
newsletter for AWS.

Tick.ii lor ih. AWS UAO
| maa Format the Crystal Ball,
j on sal* Monday. Dec. '•
| Union lobby. Price Is $2 per

Christ
will go j
"* the j
couple, j

2 To Present
SDX Petition
Delta Sigma, professional
journalism fraternity, will
petition for an undergraduate
chapter in Sigma Delta Chi,
national
professional
journalistic society, at the national
convention now underway in Kansas City, Mo.
Philip Airulla, president, and
Thomas Walton, vice president,
flew to Kansas City yesterday to
represent Delta Sigma and present the petition at the convention.
They were accompanied by Wallace B. Eberhard, instructor in
journalism and chapter adviser,
and William Day, lecturer in journalism and state editor of the
Blade.
Delta Sigma's preliminary petition was accepted by Sigma Delta
Chi last spring. The School of
Journalism has met the requirements of having at least three fulltime faculty members (it has five)
and 25 undergraduate majors (it
has about 100).
The petition for membership
must be approved by at least threefourths of the chapters at a business session tomorrow morning. If
approved, Delta Sigma will become
the eighty-fifth
undergraduate
chapter of Sigma Delat Chi in the
nation.

Campus Art Society
To Sponsor Auction
A chance to buy that Christmas
gift for the man or woman who
has everything will be given to the
public beginning at 10 a.m. tomorrow, 105 Fine Arts llldg. Delta
Phi Delta, national art honorary,
is sponsoring an art auction with
James S. Darke auctioneering.
Artwork ranging from oils, matted drawings, ceramics, pottery,
and sculpture will be for sale.
Delta Phi Delta president, David
LaPlantz stated every student
taking an art course has been
urged to place an art piece in the
auction. Students will receive the
sales money with a small per centage going to the art honorary.
Refreshments will be served.

Debate Team
Ties For First
The University novice debate
team tied for first place in a
tournament at Kent State University recently.
The same day, a varsity team
compiled a 5-3 record at Hiram
College. In this tournament, Don
C. Splittorf and Larry N. Wilder
tied for fourth place among all
debaters for individual speaking
honors.
The novice team, with a 4-2
record, tied with Heidelberg and
Marietta Colleges. Robert Olive
and Roger Burnich debated
the affirmative, while Greg Gardner and David Klumpp supported
the negative side for the novices.
Two novice teams will travel today to Butler University, and five
varsity debaters will go to the University of Cincinnati to compete
in an individual events tournament.

VoL 49. No. 19

Auto Legislation, Apportionment,
Acted Upon By Student Council
An apportionment proposal
concerning representatives of
Student Council and the passage of a motion prohibiting
members of the 1965-6G entering Freshman Class from
bringing automobiles to campus
were discussed at the Council
meeting yesterday.
Part of the apportionment pro.
posal submitted by Jack Baker,
Junior Class President, Included
the elimination of the presidents
of AWS, AMS, the University
Union, Cap & down, and 01>K us
representatives to Council.
Joyce Bednar,
President nf
AWS, presented a five-page AWS
Committee Report which recnmnieiuled the AWS President be permitted to remain on Student Council because AWS represents the
overall opinions and problems of
the women students. In refilling
to the apportionment proposal,
AWS supported Council in its
belief that more effective student

UAO To Host
Ski Excursions
The UAO Hobby Committo is
planning two ski trips to Pine
Knob Ski Resort in I'ontiac. Mich.
The trips will be Jan. 9, and Fob.
27 and 28.
The one-day trip will cost $7.
The week end trip in February
will cost $20. This price does not
include noon meals Saturday anil
Sunday or night skiing. Transportation costs will be covered by donations in a car pool.
Dry land instructions on skiing
will be given Dec. Ill in the Capital Room.
After the first trip, there will
be a Ski Clinic in Hayes Hall in
January, where questions on skiing will be nnswered. These meetings and trips are open to any
student interested in skiing.
James Rowland and James Unelil
of the Bowling Green Ski CUib are
helping the Hobby Committee plan
the trips. Co-chairman of the committee are Kathy Brant and Marsha Marshall.
Reservations for the first trip
must be made by Tuesday, Jan. 5
and by Tuesday, Feb. 23 for the
second trip. Reservations may be
made through the UAO Office or
Bill Hughs, 308 E. Third St., said
Miss Brant.

representation is needed, and commended Council for its concern
with this problem.
Realizing Council must still
give additional consideration to
the apportionment proposal, the
AWS Committee Report suggested
that by adding dormitory representatives to Council, the plan as
proposed would not necessarily
"insure a high degree of quality
in leadership."
One Council member said if
democracy is to survive, we must
put faith in the student body ns
a whole and not limit government
representation only to those with
at least a 2.5 point average.
Another Council member added
the women On campus would have
better representation with apportionment because Student Council
would have a more direct relationship with the dormitories.
The AWS report stated the proposed plan would give Council
35 members, with four additional
members next year. With the present University enrollment, according to the report, 20 more
members would be added to the
present membership.
Another Council member said
if dormitory problems were presented to Student Council, as
would lie the case with apportionment, this might create more student interest in Council. This
Council member said many dormitory problems would not necessarily come before Council ns they
would be solved by the individual
dormitory committee.
One student body member reminded the Council that each
dormitory has a number of qualified students capable of effective
Council representation.
The AWS Report stated the
Freshman Class would have the
greatest number of Council representatives. For example, if apportionment wore presently in effect,
there would be seven freshman rcpresentatlves and II students representing the three upper classes.
One Council member said he saw
nothing unfavorable about this because these freshman representatives would result in potentially
more effective Council members.
Another Council representative
suggested that by adopting the
npimrtionment proposal, this might
bring government back to the students.
Unfavorable comments by members of Council and members of
the student body follow.
Otic student suggested appor-

tionment would be ineffective because certain dormitory problems
presented
to Student Council
would be unfamiliar to Council
members. The student said this
unawareness of dormitory problems would result in Council inefficiency.
Council also realised that members of the Creek system living in
the independent housing units
might conceivably become representatives for their housing units,
therefore resulting in a continuing
all-Greek Student Council.
As the apportionment proposal
will effect not only AWS representation, but other organisations as
well, Council felt it would be unfair to approve or turn down the
proposal at this time. Therefore,
Council members voted the proposal be given back to the Apportionment Committee for further
investigation and be returned in
the near future.
Student Council also voted to reduce the University parking problem by not permitting freshmen
to register cars on campus during
the 1065-66 academic year. Student Council President Chris Seeger said Council was not opposed
to freshmen having rnrs, but
cited the following reasons for the
Council move:
• Limited parking facilities and
an Increase in student enrollment.
• Present congested conditions.
• Proximity of freshman buildings to campus.
A report compiled by the Parking lot Committee showed that if
freshmen were permitted to bring
cars to campus next year, there
would be an additional 700 cars,
which would only add to the present congestion.
Council did agree, however, that
the proposal to prevent freshmen
from bringing cars to campus next
year is only temporary in order
to nllow the University time to
provide adequate parking facilities. The proposal will be printed
in the 1966-66 Student Handbook.
Those freshmen who ran show a
need for having a car on campus
will hi' permitted to register their
vehicle, snid Seegar.
.Student Council also approved
an amendment to the 1005-00 University catalogue which reads as
follows:
". . . and in which each member
of the University community is individually responsible for the
maintenance of, and respect for
the highest standards of academic
honesty."

Faculty To Show Art Work At Annual Exhibit
"In the Beginning: Ink and
Silverpoint," by David L. Cayton, intern art instructor,
heads the art work of the
annual Faculty Art Show
open through Dec. 19 in the
gallery of the Fine Arts Bldg.
Vivid and simple scenes by Robert E. Stinson, associate professor of art, depicting middle class
life contrast with "Saint," a social
satire done in pencil and crayons
by Carl D. Hall, assistant professor of art.
"Corn Husking Bee," a triptych

wall panel 0 by 5Vi feet, by Hal L.
ILisselschwert, assistant professor
of art, is the largest painting.
Sixes decrease to the smallest
painting, "Spirit Tree," 1 by 1V4
inches, by Ronald L. Colcman, assistant professor.
Prints are dominant in the show.
Robert O. Bone, associato professor of art, displays experiments in
monoprints using Plesiglass plates
as opposed to the ordinary metal
plates used in printing. Philip R.
Wigg, associate professor of art,
captures a "Romantic Landscape"
in a print of browns and blue.
Using division of color, Dr. Paul

1). Running, associate professor of
art, extends the early concept of
pointalism to a definite, expressive
style.
Located on the gallery's south
side is the impressive cast bronze
figure. Otto G. Ocvirk, associate
professor of art, set in plaster a
figure of a falcon poised for
flight. The University mascot was
thc.i cast in bronze by the Modern
Art Foundry of New York.
Ceramics by Charles Lakofsky,
professor of arc, dominate show
cases in the hallways. A wool and
leather rug by Mrs. Mary C. Mabry, intern instructor in art, hangs
in the entranceway.

Campus Movies

Quinn,Heston
To Head Casts
Campus movies will present
"Barabbas" and "Diamond Head"
today and tomorrow in the main
auditorium.
"Barabbas" will be shown at 6
p.m. and 10 p.m. today and at 8
p.m. tomorrow. The movie tells of
a search for the reality of God
and His meaning. Anthony Quinn,
Silvana Mangano and Vitoria Gassman star in the production.
"Diamond Head" will be shown
at 8 p.m. today and 6 p.m. and 10
p.m. tomorrow. Charlton Heston,
Yvette Mlmeux and James Darren
star in this movie set in Hawaii.
A ruthless empire builder challenges his defiant younger sister's
romance with an Hawaiian boy
while he carries on a romance with
a Chinese girl.

SUE HILL and Larry Mansfield inspect one of the many
art exhibits now on display In the Faculty Art Exhibit The

object Is called "The Warlord." and U made up of copper
discs forming a suit of armor over a body made of sticks.
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In Our Opinion...

HAW.

It Stands To Reason

Success And Failure
At The Vatican

Per Pupil Expenditures Need A Raise!
The State of Ohio has come through with flying colors
once again. A recent survey by the National Committee for

■r IOHN LOVE
Naws Columnist

Support of the Public Schools shows Ohio ranked 24th in the
nation in median per pupil expenditures. This is despite the
fact that Ohio ranked 11th in per capita personal income.
The News believes it strange and difficult to understand
that a state BO prosperous economically as Ohio, could be ap-

A wave of a progressive tendency for change is in the
process of sweeping the historically conservative Roman Catholic Church. It is a change which was expressed in the third
session of the Vatican Council which adjourned last week, and
one which affects people of all faiths.
The most recent session of the Council proved to be its

pearing to place BO little emphasis on education.
The Committee also found the Buckeye State was the lowest ranking state in per pupil expenditures among the East
North Central states, ((imposed of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin. Ohio spends on the average $284 per
pupil compared to Indiana the next lowest, $290, and the highest slate, Illinois, $856. The U.S. median is $293.
The News realizes that a high level of expenditures per
pupil does not necessarily guaranatee high quality education.
However, we firmly believe a low level of expenditures, such
as in Ohio, hampers the development of a firstf. rate educational program.
Although Ohio education has certainly come a long way
in improving in the past 10 years, more has to be accomplished.
Last year a Board of Regents was formed. Even though no professional educators are members of the Board, the Regents
have streamlined Ohio's educational system making it more
efficient.
Presently, Ohio is attempting to revamp its State Universities. Howling Green will become more selective in screening freshman and sophomore applicants and will concentrate
in the area of graduate and upper-division studies. Concurrently, the role of commuter colleges and vocational schools will be
emphasized.
Bowling Green finally will have the opportunity to stop
worrying about the pressures of constructing new buildings
and increasing the faculty. The News hopes the University
will weed out less than lop-quality faculty members and then
with the strong nucleus remaining, mold education at Bowling
Green into the finest availableAll of this we sincerely hope comes true. But a basic problem still remains unsolved, the below average expenditures
per pupil by the State of Ohio.
Before Howling Green or any of the other five state universities can truly become great centers of learning, Ohio must
cast nit' its mid-century barnacles and look to the future. Per
pupil expenditures in Ohio must be substantially raised.
PHIL AIRULLA

As I See It

Computers Needed
For Mate Finders
IIv FRED ENDRES
Nsws Associate Editor
ably upon m»rriago.
Friends, are you tired of spendThe computer went to work,
ing1 lonely week ends with no more
and came up with the 7 ? ? fit
excil ng company than your roomto this description. The young man
mate or your psych book? Do you
selected was tall, had dark wavy
crave fun, excitement, that warm
hair, blue eyes, liked entertainfeeling of being well liked?
ment, looked favorably on marHave you been missing the good
riage, nnd even more, had asked
times «>t follfi-c life, the times to
for a date with a red head.
lie remembered so fondly and
There was one problem, howvividly for nt least the next three
ever. It was Bonnie's brother, 19weeks'.'
year old Richard Mitchell, a sophoIf SO, 1 have the answer to your
more at BPU.
problems . . . you need a date.
What's that, you say, "No, not me.
Bonnie went to the week-end
dance and reported an "interestI'm too bashful."
ing" time.
With a little cooperation from
Don't let this one example shatabout it*.oeo persons, I can solve
ter your hopes though. Just think
your dilemna.
Cooperation is needed from the
of all the other happy couples who
were matched for the dance. Anystudent body, the administration,
body high for the idea yet?
and the department of mathelXm't forget, computers aren't
matics.
Why the math department? Well,
always wrong. In fact, I know a
computer over at South Bend, Ind.
Hint's where they keep all those
,i jolly .well IBM maehinei and
whom everyone is furious at because he was right in the selection
computers.
of the winner of a football game.
Now wait, before you think
My mechanical prognosticator
nasty thoughts, let me explain.
friend picked Southern California
It seems thai at Brlghsm Young
over previously-undefeated Notre
University In Provo, Utah, they
asked a computer (or eomputi In
Ilame, 7-0. USC ended the Irish's
winning streak with a 20-17 setthe plural) to match up the univerback. Not exactly the right score,
sity's 15,500 students once a year
for B major dance (pairings nrc
but ratio-wise it is.
Now, is anyone high for the
made on hoy-girl relationships
"match game," say for the spring
only).
formal? If so, drop me a line In
One red-haired freshman, Bonnie Mitchell, IS. of Provo, asked
the math department and I'll see
for a tall hoy. who had dark wavy
what I can do. I'm the third comhair, blue eyes, liked entertainputer from the left . . . the left
ment, and above all, looked favor... the left ... the left.

Letters To The Editor
Explanation Given
Dear Sir:
In view of the recent spirited
debate in your columns concerning
the meaning of the phrase "The
Great Society," your readers may
be interested in the following excerpts from President Johnson's
address delivered at the University
of Michigan Commencement on
May 22, 1964:
The Groat Society reate on abun
once and liberty for all. It demands
an end to poverty and racial Inlustlce
—to which we are totally committed
In our time. But that la lust the beginning.
The Great Society U a place where
every child can find knowledge to
enrich his mind and enlarge his talents. It Is a place where leisure Is a
welcome chance to build and reflect
not a (eared cause o| boredom and
restlessness. It Is a place where the
city of man serves not only the needs
of the body and the demands of commerce, but the desire of beauty and
the hunger for community.
It Is a place where man can renew
contact with nature. It Is a place
which honors creation for Its own
sake, and for what It adds to the
understanding of the race. It Is a
place where men are more concerned
with the quality of their goals than
the quality of their goods.
But most of all. the Great Society
Is not a safe harbor, a resting place,
a final oblectlve. a finished work. It
Is a challenge constantly renewed,
beckoning us toward a destiny where
the meaning of our lives matches the
marvelous products of our labor.

r-

The complete text of the speech
is contained in "The Michigan
Alumnus," June 1.-04, pp. 296-7.
Yours sincerely,
A. Robert Rogers
Director

Disagrees
Dear Sir:
Your editorial in the Nov. 20
issue of the IJ-G News regarding
Student Coeneil was very interesting. Granted, Student Council may
not bo the most productive in all
cases, but it seems that most people arc ready to criticize without
suggesting n remedy to the problem they believe to exist. I personally feel that Council is to be
commended in addition to being
criticized. In the four years I
have attended this university, Student Council has always preached
"student representation and participation." I think, this year more
than ever, Council has worked toward bringing itself closes to the
student body; for instance: the
fact that it moves its entire structure to dormitories for meetings
is a step in the right direction.
On the other hand, how many
students in these respective dorms
even bother to go down a few
flights of steps to see THEIR
Council in action? Progress is more
than a one-sided proposition. Council enn hardly take steps in the
right direction if it belongs to an
.on the whole) apathetic student
body.
You mentioned that "the present
stagnant state of Student Council
is vividly symbolized in its student

most progressive and at the
same time its most disappointing.
On the progressive side, the
2,000-member Council approved
the doctrine of collgiality which
would elevate Catholic bishops to
a position of ruling authority over
the Church with the Pope.
The Council also declared that
Jews could not be sccused guilty
of Deicide. The same document,
which includes a strong indictment
of anti-Semitism, serves as a statement on Christian unity by approv.
ing of non-Catholics who through
their different faiths seek God.
Such a movement in the Church,
aside from aiding the ecumenical
intentions of Christian unity,
could induce a lessening of religious antagonisms throughout
the world. It is a reform that was
needed to dispel criticisms that
the Church was dominant, that it
did not understand nor recognize
the faiths of others. In short, the
changes at the Council should do
much to Improve relations between
different religious groups.
Hut the Vatican Council's third
session could have done much more
to enhance Christian unity and
general religious harmony. The
biggest disappointment came two
days before the session's closing.
On that day. a vote was to be
taken on a document on religious
liberty which defended the right
of all men to worship God as their
conscience dictates. Approval by
the Council prelates was expected,
but no vote was taken. Eugene
Cardinal Tisserant, chairman of
the twelve-member Council presidency, posponed the vote until the
next Council meeting (probably
not until ltMIC), saying that many
communications boxes." Perhaps,
but I would also revise the statement to read "the present stagnant
state of the STUDENT BODY is
vividly symbolized." If students
feel that changes are necessary,
why don't more than a handful
come out and say so with some
constructive suggestions?
I might conclude with your
statement that "the Student Council at this University has a long
road ahead of itself." May I add
another? The student body has a
long way to go, too.
Kathy Krause

■

0f

the Church officials had protest.
ed because they were not given
enough time to decide on the issue.
It was an ostensible move by the
powerful Conservative minority at
the Council to deny the progressive
majority their wish of approval of
the religious liberty declaration.
The progressives asked Pope Paul
to allow a vote on the measure.
They sent a petition to him which
urged an immediate vote on the
measure "lest the confidence of
the world (in the Church), both of
Christians and non-Christians, be
denied." But the Pope refused to
overrule the decision to disallow
the vote.
I think defeat of the progressives on the issue of religious liberty was tantamount to a sabotage of
the purpose for which Pope John
XXIII first organized the Vatican
Council. The action which took
place toward the end of this session
does not seem compatible with
the
accomplishments
achieved
earlier.
Hut there is one final Council
session left. It will be watched
closely by many to sec if the
progressives changes made during
the first three sessions will be
left incomplete or whether true
religious liberty and poaco will be
achieved.
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'Chap Stick'goes alongI
"Sure I use 'Chap Stick' during the hockey season," says the Detroit Red Wing star. "With my
lips exposed to that ice and cold, it's a must!
But alter the season, 'Chap Stick' doesn't get put
A Isvorils
In Cinads.

aside. It's just as necessary during the summer.
When I'm on my boat, the hot sun is rough on my
lips—burns them up, dries them out. 'Chap Stick'
helps soothe and heal them last!"

CnapdtiJ^

\ The lip balm selected
for use by the
U.S. Olympic Tesm.

OON'T LET DRY, SORE LIPS SPOIL YOUR FUN-WHEREVER YOU GO, GO WITH 'CHAP STICK'
•CH*»
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Falcon Football-64 Glows With Highlight:
By LAHBY DONALD
New. Aulatant Sports Editor

A Mid-American conference
championship, several new individual records, and a national rating among major college
football teams were a few of
the highlights of football '64
at Bowling Green.
It was a year which blended the
expected, the unexpected, the encouraRinfr, and frustrating all into
a 10 game schedule.
The expected a winning season: the unexpected—an easy win
in the MAC title chase; the encouraging—fine performances by
several sophomores and juniors;
Falcon fullback Stow WUllanu lf>
cslrsd "honorable mention" lauroll
in tho United Press International'! all
American poll, announced Wednet
day. Tho 235-pound eophomore ten
sation was BG's top ground gainer
with 109 yards in 109 carrier. . . Jay
Cunningham, the Falcons' left halfback, was tapped by Iho Boston Patriols In tho fourteenth round of tho
1
American Football Loagus's player
1
draft last Saturday. In three yoars
with the varsity. Cunningham scorod
144 points and 23 touchdowns for
\ now Falcon records. His teammates
selected him as their "most valuable
playsr."
i
!
'
I
i
i
i
i
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and the frustrating—a 21-0 loss to
Ohio University.
Doyt Perry, the genial Falcon
skipper, who masterminded the excitement provided by his athletes,
likes to sit back and talk about
his 1964 team.
"I'm mighty pleased with this
bunch of boys. I don't think that
I have ever worked with a nicer
group than
this," commented
Perry.
"When the season began 1
thought we might have a chance
for the title, but I didn't feel any
to sure about it until we actually
had it won," he continued.
Along with the many good days
which the Falcons fans enjoyed
this season there was one Saturday which can be colored black.
"Of course I was greatly disapointed that we didn't go all the
way. but in this conference it is
mighty tough to go undefeated,"
added Perry. "But I think we indicated what kind of team we had
by coming back against Xavier."
Along the route to their 11-1 season the Falcons picket! up many
admirers.
Among
them
Kent
State's inventive coach I.eo Strung.
"They have one of the finest
college football teams in the country and certainly the best in the
Mid-American." he lauded ifter
Bowling (Ireen administered a 41-0
thrashing to his Golden Flashes.

There were many others with
compliments for the Falcons. Bo
Schembelcher, Miami coach, also
was impressed favorably. "We
have to make no excuses for
losing that game today, (BG 21
Miami IS) or losing to them any
other day," he commented. "We
played a great game and got beat
by a very fine football team."
Perhaps some Falcon fans were
disapointed that Bowling Green
was not invited to a bowl game.
Even more, now that the pairings
for such bowls as the Gator Howl
and the Sun Bowl have been announced.

Tankers Boast Improved Team
"We should improve on last season's record and we'll be a lot
stronger in every event this scar-on." is the view expressed by
varsity swimming coach Tom
Stubbs.
Conch Stnbbl, looking forward
to having a greatly improved team,
hag seven returning lettermen this
year including senior co-captains
Dan Weller and Mike Zinn. The
other veterans are Hob I.cutcn.
Paul Schrelber, Bud Stout, Mike
SymOM and Hill White.
With outstanding members from
last year's freshman team. Stubbs

Want a Really Good HOMEMADE

Pisanello s Pizza
HAS IT!

We Use

FAST - FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

FRESH DOUGH

4:00 p.m. 1:00 a.m. Daily

Noon Till 1:00 a.m. Sunday

'Positively The Best Pizza In Town
Comer N. Main & Court

It is doubtful, however, that
even an unbeaten season would
have produced a bowl bid for the
Falcons. MAC Commissioner Robert James asked officials of the
Gator Bowl to visit here for the
Bowling Green—Ohio U. game
and consider the Falcons as a prospect for their bowl game.
But the officials flatly refused.
Despite the loss to Ohio and
the failure to secure a bowl bid, it
hardly can be called anything less
than a highly successful campaign.
The glow of victory burned
brightly on the Falcon gridiron this
season.

Phone 352-6782

Pisanello's Pizza

believes they will add the necessary depth needed to provide an
all-around improved team. Adding
their talent to those of the veterans
will be Mike Sundberg in the freestyle events, Bruce Clarke and
Steve Kees in the butterfly, John
Oberwetter and Paul Smith in the
backstroke, and Ron Wooil should
set the pace in the breaststroke
events.
Stubbs contends that another
reason why the team will be improved is due to the fuct that only
one man is ineligible. "Last year
we had six men ineligible, including our two divers, and this
hurt us, in fact, it killed us," said
Stubbs.
With the eligibility problem
solved ami the necessary added
depth, Stubbs feels confident the
team will improve upon last senson's r»-S maik and establish a
number of new varsity records as
the season progresses,
"As for the Mid-American conference, all the teams could be
tough with Ohio University having
a slight edge depending on the eligibility of some team members,
otherwise it eould be a close race
for the conference crown," stated
Stubbs.
The Falcon tankers officially
will open the season witll the MAC
relays at Miami, tomorrow. First
home meet is scheduled for 2 p.m.
Dec. 12 in the N'atatorium. when
the Falcons take on Central State
College.
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(What Makes Jimmy Brown
|Criticize His Former Coach?
By BILL HINE
Newi Sports Column.*.

Without a shadow of a doubt, Jim Brown is the finest
ball carrier that ever trod the gridiron. He has been to running
the football what fold-out pictures have been to Playboy.
Sports writers long ago ran out of superlatives to describe
Cleveland's big fullback. Afterall. he has carried the ball over
2,000 times for more than 10,000 yards in his eight-year
career in the National FootBut it must be remembered that.
ball League. That's nearly six along with George Bales of the
miU's. every inch of which was Chicago Bears, Paul Brown revolubitterly fought for.
tionised professional football to
However, in tho past year Mr. make it the spectacularly success
Brown has teen fit to pass judge- ful sport it is today. Not many
ment on a Dumber of topiei out of coaches have been as successful as
the realm of hall carrying—name- Brown, and if the number of imily his ox-coach, race relations, ami tators is any indication of this.
juvenile delinquency, His right to Brown has few equals.
Tn another section of his book,
disagree with his former roach
is not disputed, only the vitriolic Brown claims broken bonus are
manner in which ho went about it. not responsible for juvenile delinAs far as the problems with race
ami delinquency are concerned,
Brown is hardly an eminent authority on .such complex and involved
issues end should refrain from attempting to solve them.
All thus controversy surrounding the former Syracuse athlete
arose with the publication of excerpts from his autobiography,
"Off My Chest." in a number of
magazines and newspapers. It was
written in collaboration with one

Myron Cope.
Jimmy Brown 1ms been particularly critical of the Browns' excoach and general manager Paul
Brown. Apparently it luis become
the latest vogue to criticize Paul
Brown, especially now that he's
been fired and is gone. And Jim
has been almost savage in his attacks on the Browns' longtime
coach ami owner. He has referred
to him as a "Caesar." He found
fault with the messenger system
Brown introduced whereby two
guards would alternate <und bring
the plays in from Brown on the
bench to the quarterback in the
huddle.
He was also highly critical of the
examination system the conch invented and then administered
every year. Kaeh player was tested
on his own as well as other players
assignments for the various plays.
Jim claims the tests were so hard
they were ridiculous and that
cheating was necessary to pass
them. He furthermore could not
figure out Paul's motive behind the
tests; he asked himself "is this
guy (Paul Brown) for real?"

CHURCH

S SHOE

SHOP
l.i I South Main Street

quency. He remarks. "My guess is
that thanks to all the yakking
about broken homes, a lot of kids
have found a good excuse to get
into trouble." Of course this immediately brought on nn avalanche
of disagreement and disapproval
from juvenile authorities. Maybe
he thinks he is a sociologist as well
as a fullback.
What is the reason Jimmy
Brown has become so outspoken
in the past year? He used to be n
quiet fellow who ran the football
like nobody else ever ran it before.
He has been a credit to his race.
He has set a shining example by
his conduct on and off the field.
The answer is easy -money! When
someone in the public eye says
something controversial it sells
newspapers, magazines, and books,
and the more of these you sell the
more money you make.
I still get a thrill, and I imagine
I always will, out of watching the
bruising fullback pound over the
line of scrimmage with forearm
high and the ball clutched in bis
palm creating havoc among the
best laid defenses. It's only a
shame Jim Brown had to cheapen
himself by making thoughtless remarks for commerical purposes.
Bowling GrMn'i tea hock*? Ham
will b# In quest of Its second straight
victory at 10:15 p.m. tomorrow night,
when 11 entertains Hillsdale at the
Toledo Sports Arena. Two weeks
ago Ihe Falcons clubbed Fenn College, 103.

Wrestlers To Open
Season At Western
The Falcon wrestling squad will
start its lUO-l season with a quadranguler meet at Kalama7.oo,
Mich., tomorrow. Bowling Green
will be facing Kent State, Ball
State, and Western Michigan.
Coach Bruce Bellard is out to
better last year's 6-4 record in
spite of a toughened schedule. He
considers Miami and Kent State
as the top teams on the schedule
and rates Tuesday's match with
Findlay a tough one. He says that
the Kalcons have more depth than
ever before, and he expects improvement from several promising
sophomores as the season progresses.

SEGALLS

SANITARY DRY CLEANERS
Next to Dairy Queen

Not just another dry cleaner

But The Best!
Try U«. You'll See.

TAKE A LOOK AT TOMORROW!
FORD MOTOR COMPANY'S EXPERIMENTAL CAS TURBINE SUPERHIGHWAY TRUCK
ANTICIPATES THE NATIONAL HIGHWAY NETWORK OF THE 1970's.
A new era in trucking is almost here. When the 41,000-mile national highway network is completed it will be
possible for the first lime to schedule coast to coast, big payload hauling. Ford Motor Company's answer to
the challenge is this experimental tractor-trailer combination. A tandem axle drive tractor, powered by
a 600 hp gas turbine engine permits a cruising speed of 70 miles per hour, a non-stop range of 600 miles.
Designed for long-distance, non-stop operation, the two-man cab includes sleeping facilities, fold-away table,
lavatory, toilet, oven, refrigerator and TV for the co-driver-with over 6'3" of headroom. Because of its
cruising speed, the truck will be compatible with the normal passenger car flowrate of traffic.
Other unique features are its odorles. exhaust and extremely quiet operation.
Anticipating the opportunities and needs of the future is standard practice at Ford Motor Company.
That's why it's such an exciting place to work. Look to Ford Motor Company for a career with growth potential
and satlsfsction-from pure science to manufacturing ... marketing to labor relations.

THERE'S A FUTURE FOR YOU WITH .. .

oforti

MOTOR COMPANY

Another of our services—

Fine Tailoring and Alterations:
Skirts and Coats
Shortened
Trousers or Slacks
Tapered
SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE AT

The Powder Puff

Tht Amtricin Rosd. Oeifbom. Michi|an

An rftwil opportunity *mpIoy«r
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Cagers Tipoff Season Tomorrow

BOB VAN POPPEL. Forward

BOB DWORS. Center

NICK ALOL Guard

Inexperience, Injuries Dwindle
BG s Hopes For Prolific Slate
By LARRY DONALD
Now. Assistant Sports Editor
Before the start of the basketball season last year, it was
generally agreed that with Howard Komives on the team, the
Falcons were bound to win at least a few games

SAM MIMS. Forward

Talent-Packed Miami Redskins
Drum Up Mid-Am War Dance
When you begin discussing the prospects in the Mid-American Conference basketball race this season, your first thought
lias to turn to Miami University.
The Redskins appeared to be loaded with talent as ten
lettermen, including all five starters are returning.
These same players carried the Redskins to a 17-7 mark
last year and a second place
Tom Langfitt, a 15.5 point per
finish in the Mid-American.
game contributor last year and
Tin' ring leaden of the Miami Bruce Belcher, who hit 12.5 per
war dance will be Midori Jeff game, will lead the way for the
Gehring, un all-MAG selection last Big Green,
year, and Charley Coles.
"No question ubout it. they are
loaded/1 says Bowling Green skipper Warren Scholler.
"Miami is head and shoulders
above anything else in the MidAmeriean thll year," echoes Toledo University coach Eddie Melvin.
But you do not hear anyone
from Ohio University ready to
concede its crown.
The Bobcats will have two veterans on hand to carry the load
this year. Don Hilt, one of the Bob.
cats big punners last year with
a 15.8 average, and Mike Haley, a
nine point per game producer, will
head Ohio's title defense efforts.
Kent State will have four starters back from last year, and in
Golden Flash territory the fans ere
preparing; for the school's finest
basketball team.
Fred
Albrecht and
Wilson
Graham were main cogs in last
year's team and will be on hand
once again to provide headaches
for the opposition.
Ted Zak, a former Toledo Central Catholic star and Doug Sims
also will return.
Marshall also might be able to
improve upon last year's dismal
6-17 mark. Coach Ellis Johnson
has eight lettermen on hand and
figures to make life rough for
MAC opponents.

Western Michigan and Howling
Qreen have similar problems. The
Hroncos and the Falcons must find
a way to replace their departed
all Americans Howard Komives and
Manny New-some.
Western will have two starters
returning, in guard Dave Anderson
and center Willie Thomas. But the
Bronco's ace forward, Ajac Triplets is lost for the season with
an injury.
Toledo University figured to
have n very good team this year
until Jim Cox and Bobby Williams
dropped out of school. Now they
are of unknown quality.
"We lost our nucleus, so now we
are looking for five players instead
of just three," comments Coach
Melvin.

Falcon-Badger Game
To Fete BG Alumni
University alumni from Wisconsin and Illinois will be feted at a
luncheon as well as a basketball
game when the Falcons play Wisconsin, Saturday, Dec. 12.
Featured at the luncheon will
be Mr. Warren Scholler, head
basketball coach; Mr. Don Cunningham, publicity director; and
Mr. James Hof, alumni secretary.

Well, they did slightly better than expected and finished
with a 14-8 season for coach Warren Scholler in his rookie
year al the basketball helm.
game for the frosh last year and
This year I he Falcons are
led the team in rebounding with
faced with about the same
16.9 per game.
problem ae last year a lack of exAt the guards, juniors Nick Aloi
perienced players. There is, howand Phil Hychener probably will
ever, one notable exception, Koget
tin1 call. Aloi played in 22 Falmives has departed to his reward
con games last year, as a starter
in the National Basketball Associain the latter part of the season,
tion and no one seems quite ready
and averaged 1.1 points per game.
to take his job.
Rychenor has been moved into a
tlf course there was more to
starting spot with his strong perthe BUCCOBlful basketball story of
formances in the absence of much
last year than Komives, but most heralded sophomore Cliff Williams.
of that also has departed.
Williams is suffering from a
Tom Baker, who came on so brilbruised heel and his return is
liantly at thi' end of the season to
doubtful for some time.
help Komives with the scoring
Kd Behm a 6-8 sophomore is exload, graduated in June.
pected to help out underneath,
but he has been hampered with a
Gone too are Rick Coven and l.e.
sprained jinkle during the pro-seaioy llaywood, who began to fill the
son drills.
bill near the season's end. They
ran into academic trouble.
Tom Sieple and Skip Taylor
also are being counted upon for
So Coach Scholler will have to
reserve strength.
turn to a basically untested crop of
In addition to inexperience and
juniors and sophomoros to build
injuries, Scholler and his forces
the nucleus of this year's team.
are facing the most drastic schedHis number one man will be
ule in the University's history.
captain Bob Dwors who averaged
The Falcons not only must comnine points per game last season.
pete in the always rugged MidDwors, the lone senior on the
American Conference, but also are
paired with non-conference foes
as Notre Dame, Illinois, Wisconsin,
Providence, Loyola of Chicago, and
Syracuse to mention a few.
"We have been working real
hard this fall and I feel we are
ready to go." says Scholler. "This
is not a building season, because
we are out to win. We have some
good players and we can win just
as many as these guys want to."

1964 Varsity
Cage Schedule

WARREN SCHOLLER
squad, is a two year letter winner
and is expected to fulfill his promise as a scorer this season.
The 6-3 veteran will move back
into his more familiar spot at the
high post this season after spending the last campaign at the corner position.
Letter-winner Bob Van Poppel
and sophomore Sam Mims will line
up at the forward spots. Scholler
is quick to acknowledge that the
success or failure of this season
may well rest in the hands of these
two.
Van Poppel, a 6-5 junior from
Hamler, performed well in spots ae
sixth man last year. Perhaps his
most notable performance came in
the Toledo game when he came off
the bench to spark the Falcons to
victory.
Mims averaged 16.8 points per

1964 65 CAGE SCHEDULE
DEC.
1 WESTERN lENTUCgT
8 al Illinois
12 al Wisconsin
17 MIAMI
21 at Providence
23 al Si. JoMph'i
IAN.
2 OHIO UNIVERSITY
6 TOLEDO
9 WESTERN MICHIGAN
12 KENT STATE
16 at Miami
23 at DePaul
29 at Syracuse
30 at Canlslus
FEB.
3 al Toledo
• at Ohio University
10 at gent Stale
13 NORTHERN ILLINOIS
17 NOTRE DAME
20 at Western Michigan
22 MARSHALL
27 DETROIT
MARCH
3 LOYOLA OF CHICAGO
1 al Marshall

PHIL RYCHENER. Guard
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| Watt Ideas

Opener With W. Kentucky
|To Ignite Ominous Schedule
By RON WATT
News Sports Editor
If the Falcons successfully can
make it through the opener with
When the shaky Bowling Western Kentucky, they will be
Green basketball team takes able to breath a short sigh of relief. Then on Tuesday they will be
the court at 8 p.m. tomorrow faced with an honest-to-goodness
in Anderson Arena, it could be bone rattler at Illinois. The Illini
stepping into a series of open are led by highly-touted center
Skip Thoren (6-9) and guard Tal
mine fields. Their 1964 lineup Brody, an all-Amcrican prospect.
of non-conference foes promises
After that feather - ruffling
to be so volatile that the Falcons
squirmish comes Wisconsin, then
may be fighting off shell shock in
MAC favorite Miami, then Provithe ensuing months.
dence, then St. Joseph's and finally
Nope, not even tomorrow's clash
MAC champion Ohio U. The second
with Western Kentucky can be
half of the season may be even
considered a pushover for the Falmore frightening with' games at
cons. The Hilltoppers were only
DePaul, Syracuse, Canisius and a
5-16 last year, but now they are
visit by Notre Dame.
bolstered by one of their most
No wonder Coach Warren Scholsuperb sophomores crops.
ler says: "If we can come out of
Rookie coach
that jungle with a decent showing,
John Oldham is
we'll be all right."
marveling over
the talents of
newcomers Clem
Varsity Nips Yearlings,
H a s k i n s and
Jack Butler.
75-71 in 'Fame Game'
Haskins is a
Senior captain Bob Dwors fliprangy 6-4 and
ped 30 points and his Varsity
knows how to
teammates needed every one of
mesh those nets.
them to defeat the Freshmen, 75Last year as
71, in the annual Hall of Fame
RON WATT
a freshman he
game here Monday.
drilled out
impressive 24.9
Although the Freshmen never
average. Butler, a transfer student,
led in the game they did manage to
also is a highly regarded scoring
be tied with the Varsity with only
ace.
three minutes left in the game.
The Hilltoppers are quite simiFormer Toledo Woodward flash
lar to the Falcons in that they
Walt Piatkowski led the way for
are forced to play with some rethe
Yearlings with 18 points.
latively untested hands. Western's
highest scoring returnee is Ray
Bob Van Poppel and Sam Mims
Rhorer, who averaged an unspectaadded 13 each for the varsity,
cular 10.5 points per game last
which opens against Western Kenseason.
tucky tomorrow.
By RON WATT
News Sports Editor
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'All-Ohio Union Puts Emphasis
On History Of Buckeye State
The University Union Ls a building with a theme — the theme of
Ohio. Many of the 80 major rooms
are named and decorated in
memory of important figures in
Ohio history and for familiar
flowers and birds of Ohio.
Col. Farrar M. Cobb, Union
director, assisted in the choosing
of names and decorating ideas for
the rooms in the Union.
The coherent Ohio theme was
chosen for the Union because, as
Colonel Cobb stated, "Bowling
Green is a state university in the
heartland of America," and "Ohio
is certainly rich in American history."
The Dogwood Suite, the largest
room on the third floor, was originally to be called the Junior
Ballroom but was named instead

National Food Group
To Offer Scholarship
William F. Schmeltz, dean of
the College of Business Administration, has announced the introduction of a $ 1,000 scholarship
for the 1965 through 1966 school
year.
The National Food Brokers Association, active on this campus
with financial aid since 1958, has
awarded this scholarship to be
used at the discretion of a committee composed of the staff of the
marketing department. Named the
John P. Houch Memorial Scholarship of the N.F.B.A. Foundation
Inc., it is the first such award
given to any school by the Foundation. The award will be rotated
among participating schools of the
Foundation in future years.
Winner of the scholarship will
be named late this year or early
next year. Basic prerequisites are
financial need, scholastic ability,
eagerness of the student to plan
his career in the food industry, and
his plans for post-graduate studies.

Pcxcjt) 3

Faces Used To Depict Professor's Feelings
By JUDY ELLIS
New« Reporter

for the well-known dogwood tree
in this part of Ohio.
The Alumni Room was named in
honor of alumni who gave contributions for the Union. Construction began in 1955 and the dedication took place April 12, 1958.
The $2,760,000 Union was constructed and fully equipped without the use of any kind of public
tax funds.
The Ohio Suite is divided into
two rooms, the Capital Room and
the River Room. Large photomurals in these rooms include a
typical rural scene in northwest
Ohio, the Maumee River at Perrysburg, a scene of Columbus, and the
International Peace Memorial and
Victory Monument at Put-In-Bay,
commemorating Perry's victory on
Lake Erie in 1913.
The Taft Room is named in
honor of the Tafts of Ohio. A
portrait of the late Senator Robert
A Taft (Mr. Ohio) hangs in this
room. "Meetings of the highest
dignity and importance are held
here," Colonel Cobb stated.
The Wayne Room is named in
honor of General "Mad Anthony"
Wayne, a hero of the French-Indian War.
Three rooms are named in honor
of war heroes of the War of 1812.
A large portrait of Brigadier General
William
Henry
Harrison
hangs in the Harrison Room. A
portrait of Major George Croghan
hnngs in the Croghan Room, anil
a photomural in the Perry Room
honors Commodor Oliver Hazard
Perry.
The Cardinal Room, the reception lounge in the main lobby
across from the information desk,
is named for the state bird of
Ohio, and the Carnation Room is
named for the state flower.
The name and location of the
Falcon's Nest was "cut and dried"
Colonel Cobb said, for "it a new
nest was promised to the students
to be where it had been formerly
located.

Teachers! Instructors! Professors! Are you tired of writing
critical comments on your students' papers as you go through
the daily routine of grading them?
Why waste your time when the
Student often doesn't understand
what you mean anyway?
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The facial drawings' below are
an example of the unique system
of a unique system of analyzing
papers used by Robert C. Weller,
2,'l, a graduate student in English.
II.' Instructs two sections of English 101 where he uses pictorial
grading along with letter grades
to help the students understand his
reactions to their papers.
"They can glean from one quick
facial expression an entire critical
attitude of the instructor without
having to write it all out," said
Mr. Weller.
Sally M. Gerheart, a former professor of drama and speech at the
University, used this .system when
Mr. Weller was a student in her
class.
"After all, we're eclectic and
why shouldn't we pick up that
which is good," Mr. Weller added.

Last year when Mr. Weller did
his student teaching at Sequin
High School, Sequin, Texas, he
used the faces, but found high
school students did not respond
too well. They thought it was
treating them in a juvenile manner
he said. College students feel it is
a fresh way of expressing one's
reaction to something.
"I let them interpret the drawings themselves. Sometimes they
read more into them than they
mean, which is good, because it
causes them to think about their
writing," Mr. Weller said.
He went on to explain that often
the students carry a correspondence communication with him.
One example was when he drew a
frowning face on n paper and returned it to the student to be rewritten. The student obediently rewrote the paper and also added his
own expression, a smiling face.
Xext year, Mr. Weller will .study
at the University of London on a
Rotary Fellowship. Who knows,
he may introduce a bit of humor
to the English people.
Mr. Weller was graduated from
Texas Lutheran College and his
home is in San Antonio, Texas.
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International Center Distributes
Surveys About Foreign Students
Two recent developments in the "full-speed-ahead" projrram for international activity at the University have appeared recently in the form of questionnaires.
Dr. L. Edward Shuck, director of International Student
Activities, said that he and other persons at the International
Center, 225 Thurstin St., are in the process of compiling a file
listing the foreigm country foreign countries in which they
experience of faculty members.
Questionnaires have been sent
to all full-time faculty members
asking for information regarding

£WqShore
treasure of
a blouse with
button-on bow

may have taught, done research,
or lived for a prolonged period.
Dr. Shuck commented that "the
International Center has a responsibility to offer help to faculty
members who want to broaden
their overseas experience," and
that, in this respect, such a file
will be especially profitable as a
source of both foreign and local
contacts and information.
Until now, he added, there apparently had been no centralized
file of this type.
A second questionnaire regarding room and board for the 70
international students attending
the University has been sent to
the faculty and staff of the University, and to service clubs in
Howling Green.
According to Dr. Shuck, many
Bowling Green residents have volunteered room and board for the
students during holiday periods
and also foreign-language dinners.
Additional questionnaire forms
may be obtained from Dr. Shuck
at the International Center.

Batlilaction

That's nice.

Fighting Falcons Favored Over Fighting Irish?
By RANDY KETCHAM
News Reporter
Bowling

Green's

football

Falcons are 39 points better
than

Notre

Dames

poll-proclaimed

football-

third

best

team in the country.
The casual observer might
not sec how this is possible, but
there is undeniable evidence in the
scores

of games that have been

played this year.
The Falcons beat Miami 21-18
after Miami had edged Northwestern 28-27. Northwestern beat Oregon State by four points, Oregon
Stato defeated Syracuse by 18
points, and Syracuse beat Pittsburg by 15 points.
Simple addition of the margins
of victory so far makes it apparent

ENDS
SATURDAY

that Howling Green is II points
better than Pittsburg. Notre Dame
defeated Pittsburg only 17-15, so
the
Falcons are obviously 39
points better than Notre Dame.
Using the above results through
the Oregon State-Syracuse game
to show that Howling Green is 2(i
points better than Syracuse, it is
easy to see that the Falcons are til)
points better than the powerful
Ohio State Buckeyes because Syracuse beat Penn State by seven
points and Penn State in turn
blanked Ohio State 27-0.
If any more testimony is needed
as to how good the Falcons gridders were this year, it can be
found in the fact that Howling
Green is 87 points better than the
Big Eight champion Nebraska,
who won nine of 10 games and
is going to the Cotton Howl on
New Year's day.
This proof again starts with

Howling Green's three point win
at Miami and Miami's one-point
decision over Northwestern. Northwestern then beat Indiana by one
poin^ Indiana beat Miami( Florida) by 14 points, Miami beat Boston College by 21, and Boston College heat the Air Force by six.

Sly. but good
strategy.

State tax funds currently provide in excess of 50 per cent of
tiie cost of classroom instruction
at Howling Orean State University.

DIAMOND RINGS

Thus, Bowling Green is 49
points better than the Air Force,
who beat Washington 3-2. Washington then beat Southern California II-1.1, Southern California
beat Oklahoma 40-11, and Oklahoma beat Nebraska 17-7.
Despite all these comparisons,
however, the Mid-American Conference champions, winners in
nine of 10 games, will have to
watch the bowl games on television
this winter.

CIA ai
=6«.IS Minim

.irtealhe

at 2. 6:10. 10:15
r a •^v.— ;i*^

M

MEL1NA

IV
LHl-^UiTEDARTlSTS

I taken* lit/mi

4 go for the

J

Plus at 4:15, 8:20
The very picture of fashion.
New portrait collar, perfect
foil for your Jumpers.
65% Oacron* polyester,
35% cotton. White, pastels,
lush deeps. 28 to 33.

*7U Powdm* PuU
535 Ridqe Street
Wast of McDonald Quad.
North of UCF

Open Evenings From
Now Until Christmas
Mon.-Fri.: 10 cum.-9 p.m.
Sett: 10 cun.-5:30 p.m.

fW rWISS^.fwmui.^AnGEia L&NS w
nirasr
CSJIsvSUS

Tn? WORLD*
HENRY ORIENT

USTCIAITIST5

price of
May your
friendships be many
and your mailbox
full of
.

Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

I^SOrewIfliilN-MWCEII^

HERTZ
Call
352-5210

Sunday Feature*—2:20, 4:45. 7:05. 9:30

THEMOST RI&-TICKUN6 TEAM SINCE ADAM AND EVEI

rent a car from

CHRISTMAS
CARDS!

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
£ —In the Union
VsWsM-eekWSssei^le*

HERTZ

139 E. Wooster St
Qualify
Now For Our
Campus Car

Value YOU an "c
COLOR
CLARITY
CUTTING
CARAT WEIGHT
PRICED FROM $100

INJ0Y II NOW —PAY IAIER

KLEVERS

JEWELRY STORE
125 N. Main St.
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Solo Made By Lobser

Children Enjoy This Hour

Pre-Registration Underway
Academic advising for the second semester for seniors and
graduate students began Tuesday. A senior who expects to be graduated in June, 1965, or Aug., 1965, should secure approval of his list
of subjects from his adviser and the Office of the Dean of the col.
lege in which he is enrolled.
Academic advising for juniors, .sophomores, and freshmen will
begin on Thursday, Dec. 10, and continue until Wednesday, Jan. 20.
Completed registration envelopes will be accepted at the Office
of the Registrar in accordance with the schedule below. Graduate
students, seniors, and juniors are urged to submit schedule envelopes
prior to the Christmas recess in order to guarantee the availability of
courses for which they wish to register. Students who are unable to
submit an approved list of courses at the time indicated by the schedule may report at a time later than is assigned.

v^

■

%

7M

f•

' '^S
■

_^A

TIME FOR ACCEPTANCE OF REGISTRATION ENVELOPES
Docombar a

GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY 8:00 o-m.-12:00 Noon
8 10 a.m.

Oat*

DOUGLAS LOBSER li the lint Air Force ROTC member lo solo an airplano
In the Flight Instruction Program this semester. During his first pre flight airplane
check. Lobser found a cracked manifold In lha planet angina. At lha right Is his
Instructor. Thoral Marklay. Thara ara 21 cadets in tha program.

'Paired' Brunches
Planned By PanHel
To strengthen Creek relations
among the sororities, Panhellcnic
Council has planned a brunch in
which all twelve sororities will
participate. The brunch will be
held at 10:30 a.m. tomorrow at
each sorority house.
According to Marsha Dodds,
Panhellcnic social chairman, the
sororities have been paired. Half
of the members will go to the
partner's house for brunch, while
the other half will remain at their
own house to act as hostesses.
At the
Panhellcnic
Council
meeting, Monday afternoon, MisB
Dodds suggested that each house
prepare some type of entertainment. If the exchange brunch is
successful, others may be planned
for the spring semester.

Pins To Pans
Golnq
Omeqa.
Sharon W-Hlnqlon. Alpha
Karen
tlnn*d lo David B««T. Slqmi
••for. East Hall, lo Tod Ellli Phi Kappa
Thola. Ohio Norlhom: Patrick Bali. Alpha
Gamma Dolta. lo Bob Komarok. Phi Mu
Doha, Ohio Norlhorn; Lynn Bailor. Dollo
Zota. lo Gary Rico, Slqma Alpha Epsllon;
Linda Clark. Alpha Gamma Dolta. lo
Bruco Coloman. Kappa Alpha. Corns).;
Judy Garllnq. Alpha Gamma Dolta. to
Bob Wilton. Alpha Tan Omoqa: Lolqh
Bronnsman. Harahman D. to John Bran.
Slqma Nu; Mary Lou Hopkins, to Alox
Tolh. Slqma Nu; Karon Enslnqnor. Alpha
Dolta PI. to Don Splitter!. Slqma Nu; Linda
Richards. Doha Zola, lo Jim Grubb. Phi
Kappa Taui Judy Brlnkor. Dolta Zola, to
Gorry Wondrak, Bola Thola Pli Nancy
Kiiinti. Chi Omoqa. to Thomas Ehmko,
Slqma Alpha Epsllon, Pat Corvony. Alpha
XI Dolla. to Bob franco. Alpha Tau
Omoqa; Chris Carlroy. Dolta Gamma,
to Chris Sooqor. Phi Dolla Thola; Mary
Allco Morloy. Dolla Gamma, to Paul
Malchlnqa, Slqma Phi Epsllom Pant Sill
qonbausr, Dolla Gamma, lo Slovo Knov.
PI Kappa Alpha; Nancy Livingston •.
Dolla Gamma, to Noal Hall, Kappa Slqma;
Susy Horlh, Dolta Gamma, to Trod Edwards, Kappa Slqmai Barb Elsolo. Dolla
Gamma, to Larry Caslorlino. Slqma Phi
Epsllon alumnus; Ann Jonos. Dolla Gamma, lo Ron Koown. Thola Chi; Torry Som<
bach, Dolta Gamma, lo Bob Curtis. Thota
Chi; Susan Bullor. Do!la Gamma, to Will
Hoyt. Slqma Chi. Ohio Wosloyun.
Golnq
Patricia Blackmail. Alpha XI Dolta. onqaqod lo Jamos Richardson, Zola Bola Tau
ulumnus; Joanno Oldroyd, lo Tim Allison. Slqma Nu; Judy Harris. Kappa Dolta.
to Don Caprloltl, Slqma Nui Canal* Herman. Dolla Gamma, to Chuck Guy. Kappa
Slqma; Suo lonos. Dolla Gamma, to Tom
Hlllhouso. Slqma Phi Epsllon alumnus;
loannlo Barnos. Dolla Gamma, to Bob
Hanson. St. Olaf Colloqo alumnus; Kathy
Pollch. ProuL to John Gall. Harahman A.
Gono
Sandy Zambonl. married to Ron Bennett, Slqma Nu; Joyce Lawler, lo Marly
Schonk, Slqma Nu; Sandra Smith. Dolta
Gamma lo Jerry Strom. Tau Kappa Epsllon. Bololt Colloqo.

It's Armbrustcr Again
In Key Cover Contest

December
Decambar
December
December
Decambar

lunlora Whose Last Name Begin. With
A Be
C
Bf-Bs
EF
GHa
Hb-I
WIZ
U-Wh
Ko-L
SISs
Sa-Sh
R
NO
MdMi
Ma-Mc

lanuary
January
January
January
January
January
January

Miss Keardon and James It.
Gordon, director of the University
News Service and Key adviser,
judged the applications on the
basis of how the design coincided
with the theme of the yearbook,
neatness, originality of design, and
color.

14
15
16
17
18

Sophomores Who i Last Name Begins With
ABa
BrCa
Bd-Bq
Da Dr
D.Fh
n-od
Ha Hod
Jon
Xo
Hoe-Jom
WIZ
V-Wh
STU
Sa Sm
HpSd
RaRo
Mlm-Mi
N-O
McD-MII
12
13
14
15
18
19
20

freshmen Whose
ABal
Cm-Da
Gl-Gi
Kf-b
ThVn
RoeSchm
MlmNee

Last Name Beqlni With
Bam Bk
Bl-Ba
E-Fk
Dh-Di
Ha-Hh
Hl-I
WU-Z
L
Sk Sleh
Stel-Tg
PuRod
Pas Pi
Mcl-MII
Mas-McH

BUSINESS and PERSONAL

City Skiers Organize
Ski Club For Students
The Bee Gee Athletic Stare is
having a Ski Club open meeting nt
7 p.m. Monday in the River Hoom.
Membership
qualifications
and
plans will he discussed at this
meeting. Also, students will bo
given the opportunity to join the
organization if they are interested.
Mr. James P. Ruble, membership
chairmnn of the Howling Green
Ski Club, said that there has been
a lot of interest shown in skiing
by University students. To make
it easier for students to attend,
the meeting is being held on campus.

Kampus
Kaleidoscope
JEWISH CONGKATION—6:30
p.m. today, Prout chapel.
OMKGA PHI ALPHA — 6:30
p.m. Sunday, Alumni Koom.

1-3 p.m.

Decambar 7
December B
December 9
December 10
Decambar 11

January
lanuary
January
lanuary
lanuary
January

Judith A. Armbrustcr, senior in
the College of Education, has won
$10 for her cover design in the
Key cover design contest. She also
won the contest in 1302. Carlcan
Keardon, editor of the yearbook,
said that Miss Armbruster's design will be tho cover of the 1964C5 Key.

10 a.m. 12 Noon

Senlori Whoie Last Name Begin. With
A-Bd
Be Bq
Br-Ch
Da E
FGa
Gl Ha
IKn
Ko-L
WIZ
St T
SI S.
Sa Sh
PQ
NO
Md M.

WANTED: Rido to Springfield, lit. or
vicinity. Doc. 18. '84. Can leave any
tlmo In tho afternoon. Will share expanses. Call or write: Ralph Coloman,
253 Rodgers. BGSU, ext. 661.

3-5 p.m.

Cl-Dd
Hb-I
UWh

t» * ■

1! J

.s. %.

1

Ma-Mc

BSBBVP^^

^m

/n

1

D
Ms
BIT
PQ

Cb-Cs
GeGi
KpL
SnSu
P-Q
Ma-McC

In

THE ASSOCIATION of Childhood Education holds a story hour on Saturday
mornings twice a month for children of tho community. Besides reading children's
stories they usually play various children's games. The story being road Is
"Curious George."

Robert's 122Fine
Foods, Inc.
E. Washington

BlCl
Fl-Gh

Jb
Vo-Wlk
SchnSI
Ne| Par
Maa Mar

si
Family Style Sunday
Steaks—Chops—Sea Food
Dinners
Fancy Sandwiches
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
MOD. through Thurs. 11:00 a.m.—8:00 p.m.

based service reports qualified students
to recruiting employers—and we need
a student agent to distribute our forms
during early December.

Will buy. sell, or trade (urn., appL. and
guns. Call George Hoors. 3533155.
THE SECOND HAND SHOP

Set your own hours. Easy, no ordertaking, no money handling, no reports—
but very LUCRATIVE. For complete Information, write Immediately to Sven
B. Xarlen. President, Q E D Center. Inc..
Box 147, Bronxvllle, N.Y. 10706.

Hall for rent. Will cater. Call 823-4975.

LOST AND FOUND

Order your cakes from the DEL RAY
Bakery. Phone 823-4329.
People read want ads. You have lust
proven this. Why not order a B-G News
Classified Ad. Call ext. 3344.

LOST: Ladles Omega wrtstwatch, stainless steel case black suede band. Lost
somewhere between Parking Lot #1 and
University Hall on Wed., Nov. 11.
Modest reward. See Mrs. Burtschor. 202
University HalL

^4

Fri. through Sun. 11:00 a.m.—9:00 p.m.
Always Ample Fre* Parking

A Nice Place to Dine With Your Friends
or Family

Porronize B-G NEWS Advertisers

TYPING: Fail alllclani. cheap. Contact
Claudelte. room 307 Proul, ext. 111.
FOR RENT: Clean, 3 bedroom home,
bath and garage In Bradner. O. S65.00
a month. Writ* Pearl Smith. Indian
Acre.. Milan. Ohio, or phone 449 2133.
Milan.

Great character:

IOBS1
Are you a Senior who can reach your
classmates? Will you help them expose
their talents, training and desires to
diversified employers throughout the
nation? Our new and unique computer-

Christmas Shoppers Special

1UR6ER SALE!

its stripings ...

its flared collar...

its superior oxford ...

all, distinctively Gant...

Make your trip to Europe pay for itself

JOBS
IN EUROPE
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
— raying jobs in Europe such as
shipboard work, resort, sales,
office, farm, child care and factory work may be obtained by
college students through the
American Student Information
Service. Wages range to $300 a
month, and the first 5000 applicants receive $250 travel grants.
Job and travel grant applications
and complete details are available in a 36-page illustrated
booklet which students may obtain by sending $2 (for the booklet and airmail postage) to IVpt.
D, ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg: City, Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg. Interested students should write immediately.

THREE DAYS
ONLY
FBL - SAT. ■ SUN,
Dec. 4-5-6

Oxford Hunt Stripe: A colorful cotton button down that articulates good taste. In multi-stripes of navy and gold, burgundy
and blue or green and navy. Like all Gant shirts, this strinod
oxford has elan in a gentlemanly manner.
W.95

.HAMBURGERS
Traditional Outfitters of

Home of fhp World's Greatest 150 Hamburger!

Clothes
flack

Gentlemen and Ladies

